


THE, CONSTRUCTION OF i EAVY ORDLANCE. 

1. In the history of the Construction of Ordnance, this 

is the era of the built-up steel gun which bogan in this coun-

try twenty-five years ago. This period has been a very remark-

able one. Never before, we believe, was the science of gun-

making so thoroug}ily exploited nor was such a tremendous ad-

vance in power of the weapon accomplished since gun-powder was 

first used as the propelling charge. The principles of con-

struction indeed seem to be so well established that they con-

stitute a well marked line of development and enable the true 

and the false to be distinguished so that vie are now enjoying 

a freedom from that agitation regarding a capable type of gun, 

which in the memory of many of us seriously jeopardized the 

national defense This is not to say that we have reached per-- 

foetion or that the future may not produce something bettor, 

but we congratulate ourselves upon the existing powerful arm-

ament of our ships and forts, composed of guns equal at least 

to those of any other nation, which we are able to build in 

plenty, and at the present day it appears that in so far as 

the typef un alone is concerned the only apparent demand or 

opportunity for improvement is in respect to quality of metal 

and especially such as will diminish the erosion due to firing. 

Also the gun-maker may reasonably look to the powder-maker for 

assistance in this matter. 
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2. In 1883 the navy was testing its first steel fun which, 

originally dosiged under Commodore Jeffers, had then been 

lengthened to 30 calibers, and in that year Commodore 3icard 

to Z7hoso able adnLlinistration the Navy owes so much for the 

speedy development of its modern ordnance, presented plans for 

high-power guns of 5, 6, 8 and 10 inches caliber. These plans 

wore in part for wire and in part for the hooped construction, 

but the latter prevailed in the subsequent development. In 

the same year also the Army Ordnance 13ureau procured the forg-

ings for the first modern 8-inch stool gun of the sea-coast 

fortifications, and put out order: for an additional 3-inch 

and a 10-inch type gun. 

3 The difficulties encountered in the inception of the 

manufacture of the steel guns were many but could be reduced 

to two principles ones; first, the procurement of a suitable 

metal for the guns, and, second, the obtaining of the necessary 

legislation for malting them. Th e second, I believe, applied 

with more force to the Army than to the Navy. The responsible 

officers of both services were equally saticfied that forged 

steel in the built-up construction was the proper meta to use 

and the convincing argument for the Navy was the limit of 

weight to be carried on ship-board while for the sera-coast 

fortifications it was said there is no restriction of weight 

and you can use cast-iron or cast -steel or combinations of met-

als which are within the resources of the country. At that 

time the steel manufacturers in this country had no experience 
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in making the quality of steel required and were wholly unpre-

pared to undertake the work The specifications for steel forg-

inks which were nut out by the Departments in 18$3 happily ro-

suited in establishing the manufacture of a sultabio quality of 

gun steel in this country and presently removed this difficulty, 

but it was not until 1837 that the best public opinion, that is, 

of the :,echanical Igineering profession outside of the Depart-

monts, became sa tisfiad at least of the reasonableness of the 

demands made by ordnance officers in respect to the quality of 

steel best suited for gun construction. 

4. One of the most important factors in shaping this pro-

fessional opinion was the discussion on Mr. Dorey's paper en-

titled "Steel for Heavy Guns," before the Naval Institute at 

Annapolis, which is published in the _proceedings, Vol. XIII, 

No. 1, 1887• Mr. Dorsey's advice to use"the ordinary mild 

steel of commerce having a tensile strength of about 60000 

pounds per square inch for making guns was ably supported and 

the great benefit of the discussion was the opportunitu, it af-

forded for acquainting the public with the real work then in 

progress in the Departments and successfully establishin g the 

proposition that a much better quality of stool, possessing a 

high elastic limit, was required for raakinb guns and moreover 

that it could be produced by steel -makers in our own country. 

- An echo of this discussion from a prominent steel-maker who 

opposed the views of ordnance officers at that time was given 

it a, iottor written as late as January 790G in which he said. 
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"then the built --up steel guns wore adopted by the Ordnance Bu-

"rea.us I opposed them seriously, believing that a steel gun 

"cast on the Rodman principle would be bettor and cheaper. I 

"am satisfied now that I was mistaken," 

5. The establishment of our present sea-coast defenses 

dates from 1688, since in that year, taking as a basis the Re-

port of the Board on Fortifications and other defenses in 1836, 

popularly known as the x'idicott Board, Congress began to make 

the liberal appropriations for guns for sea-coast defense 

which have since been continued with the result that the heavy 

gun armament of all our important home ports on the plans ex-

isting prior to the report of the National Coast Defense Board 

convened by order of the President January 31, 1305, was prac-

tically completed several years since. 

6. The present scheme for sea-coast fortifications is em-

bodied in the report of the National Coast Defense board dated 

Fabx~ary 1, 1006. This was a joint board composed like its 

predecessor of officers of both services with the Secretary of 

,i ar ( r. Taft) as prosident. The report of the board gives a 

very succinct and valuable vier of the changed conditions of 

the question of national defense occurring during the period 

from 1886 to 1906 and of the improvements in means of defense. 

During this period ;re had acquired rLawaii, the nillipino Is-

_ lands. Guam and rorto Rico, the right to establisl: naval bases 

in Cuba and also the care of the Isthmus of i na,ma and its canal. 

The Board recorunended strong defenses at C iantanamo, Subic Bay, 

Manila, Pearl Harbor, and entrances to Panama Canal; also de-
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f onses at San Juan, Guam and riska Island, at all of which 

places naval bases are included. In the natter of home ports 

the board attached special importance to an increase in the 

armament of the existing defenses at the eastern entrance to 

Long Island Sound and in Pugot Sound and he completion of the 

defenses of Chesapeake Bay entrance. As regards the accessor-

ies the board has reviewed the modern system of range finding, 

fire control and direction, the use of search-lights and the 

introduction of electrical appliances, which together with .sub-

marine mines and torpedoes now form so important a part of the 

system of sea-coast defense. The calibers of guns rocornx ended 

as adequate for the armament are 5-inch, 6-inch, 10-inch, 12-

inch and 14-inch. It is refreshing to note that the number of 

calibers has boon so minimized with resulting simplification 

of the service and equipment ; the 6-pdr. gun and calibers of 

4, 4.7 and 5-inch are omitted. R©co ition is properly given, 

it is thought, to the need of a heavier projectile than the 6-

pdr. for use against torpedo boats and in the protection of 

mine fields and the 3 -inch R.F. gu n firing high explosive shell 

and shrapnel of 15 pounds waigl- t is the minimum caliber assign-

ed for the purpose. It will be understood, however, that mo-

bile guns of lighter caliber will be used for land defense of 

the fortifications, including defense against landing parties. 

7. A most interesting feature of the recommendations of 

this board is the increase of the ma drium caliber of gun from 
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12 to 14 inches. Tw©nty-coven of these guns are proposed for 

four localities where wide channels exist to be defended. The 

board gi ves the following reasons for adopting they 14-inch cali-

ber: 

"A demand for heavier armament and better armor protection 
"has led to a marked increase in the tonnage of battle ships. 
"Battle ships of 1^,000 tons and upward, mounting twelve to 
"fourteen 12-inch guns, with a great increase in armor protec-
"tion, have been projected. land guns must keep pace with such 
"advance.

"this latest 12-inch coast-defense gun has an initial veloc-
ity of 2,550 feet per second and a muzzle energy of 47,200-foot 

"tons. With this energy the 12-inch armor of the latest type 
"of battle ship can be penetrated with norua1 impact at 8,700 
"yards, and the 7-inch armor at all fighting ranges .But in 
"developing this energy the hint temperatures duo to smokeless 
"powder and the great increase in the volume of gas produce an 
"erosion which materially shortens the life of the gun There 
"is little to warrant the hope that any material improvement 
"will be speedily effected in the manufacture of either steel 
"for gun construction or in powder to overcome this erosion. 
"It is considered unwise to tax the 12-inch gun to such an ex-
tent, as the high velocity entails, for the protection of the 

"wide channels that exist at the entrances to bong Island Sound. 
.,Chesapeake Bay, Taget Sound, and b,:anila, if by increasing the 
"caliber of the p;un an equal or greater fire effect can be so--
"cured by employing a diminished velocity which will not sensi-
"b1y impair the life of the gun. 8uch an increase in the cal-

iber means a, large increase in weight of gun and carriage, a 
"consideration of little moment in land defense, but prohibi-

tive for use on battle ships.. 
"the 12_ inch glm can now fire two aimed shots in less than 

"a minute, manual labor being used for loading and operating the 
"gun and carriage. It is believed that this rate will sot be ma-
"tonally diminished if the 14-inch gun mounted on a disappear-
" ing carriage of the same typo as that now employed for the 12-
"inch gun, loaded and operated by the same means, be adopted. 
"r'or the 1C-inch gu n, however, mechanical devlcas must be no-
"sorted to for loading and operating, a very decided dis£dvan-
"tago. The cost of the 14 -inch gun with the required energy is 
"but slightly in excess of the cost of the 12-inch gun with an 

ti.. "equal energy at 8,700 yards. For these reasons the Board re-
"commends the adoption of 14--inch guns mounted on disappearing 
"carriages for the defense cf the channels above enumerated 
"'he 14-inch projectile will carry a bursting charge of high ex--
"plosive more than 50 per cent in excess of the charge of the 
"12-inch projectile." 
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8. The 14-inch gun horn referred to has been designed for 

2150 f.s, initial velocity, with a wei t of 49.5 tons or approx-

imately the same as the existing 12-inch rifle. There is good 

reason therefore in the claim that it can be operated by the 

sane moans now employed for the 12--inch . by hand power if de-

sired, and with nearly the same rate of fire. The only reason 

urged against the 16-inch gun is that mechanicc.l devices must 

be resorted to for loading and operating. This attar statement 

may be admitted, although the 16-inch gun can be readily loaded 

by hand, as has been done. A 16-inch gun has been successfully b; 

built and tested for a rruzzle velocity of 2350 f s. and no doubt 

is felt as to the raetieability of they construction. A compar-

ison of elements for the two calibers based on 2150 f.s. muzzle 

the following: velocity shows 

'ci t of gun - - _ - tons 

14" gun 

49.5 

16" gun 

74. 

Increase 
in favor 
16,r 

t_ 

of -
1,4,E 

/a 

Weight of projectile -• lbs 1660. 2400. 
Muzzle energy - -- - - - ft -tons 53260. 77000. 44.6 
Remaining velocity at 8000 yds . 

f.5. 1510. 1560. 
energy at 8000 yds - - - ft-tons 26280. 40540. 54. 
Bursting charge, Fxplosivo B, 

lbs. 96. 140. 45.8 
Limiting range to perforate 
12" tiZ'ltpp armor: w 

Normal impact yds.. 3700 12050. ^3.5 
U 

ago impact  5500 8500. 51.0 
Rate of fire, rounds per hour 36 30. 
Probable life of gun, rounds 200. 175. 14 
Cost of t un carriage 132000• 152000. 45 

The cost of the 13-inch gun including emplacements and amriunt t ion, 

estimating for the life of the gu n, may admittedly exceed that of 
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the 14-inch by 50% or more, but for the limited number of guns 

involved this is not a serious objection. To offset this there 

would be, for example, 54% greater striking energy with the 16-

inch at 3000 yards (about 4.5 miles) range combined with 46% 

greater bursting charge of high explosive. The 14-inch has the 

same measure of penetration at 9700 yards as the 12-inch model 

of 1000 with 2550 f . s . muzzle velocity which it is designed to 

supplant. The great majority of hits upon the heavy armor of 

battleships will be at oblique impact for which the 16-inch gun 

affords none too much poker and it is to be regretted, i think, 

that advantage was not taken of this opportunity to place it in-

stead of the 14-inch caliber in the sea-coast defenses. 

o. The inception of a gun involves first of all a defini-

tion of its power which is usually measured by the penetration 

it must give in standard armor at a given range. The object of 

the designer will then be, as a rule, to design a gun of minimum 

wai t for the purpose, compatible with the strength of his a-

vailable material and the characteristics of the powder to be 

used for the _propelling charge . The penetration will depend 

upon the caliber and weight of projectile and the muzzle veloc-

ity selected. The weight of projectile dep~riding upon the cal-

iber will be proportional to the cube of the caliber based on 

the weight established for some service caliber.. The choice of 

caliber and velocity allows considerable latitude. Higher ve-
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locity and lighter weight of projectile go with the smaller cal-

iber. The advantages of this are a flatter trajectory and great-

er danger space with a relatively high figure of merit for pone-

tra`-ion up to medium ranges. The disadvantages are the diminu-

tion of bursting charge and racking effect as compared with the 

larger caliber and heavier projectile and the relatively greater 

decrease in remaining velocity and energy with the range. For 

naval combat it has generally been sought to secure the advantages 

of a high muzzle velocity (using even a relatively light weight 

of projectile for the caliber) as best adapted to short and med-

ium ranges, while in the coast guns it is preferred to favor the 

power of the gun for action at the longer ranges. 

10. 7'ith respect to the velocity, a year or two since it was 

the aim of every de ,ignar to secure increase of power by increas-

ing the muzzle velocity. The tendency to this was carried so 

far that in two experimental '-inch wire-wound guns precented 

for test in 1905 a velocity of 3500 f.s. was conemp1ated in the 

designs. Not only in those vans but in the recent models of ser-

vice guns designed for more moderate high velocities we have 

learned that the erosion and wear of the gun produced by these 

high velocities with their accompanying large powder charges 

are prohibitive, since the accuracy life of a gun may become so 

shortened that it would not be good for perhaps more than one 
, 

prolonged engagement. Therefore, with the best powder and the 

best run steel now available it is deemed wiser to revert to lower 

velocities and use the alternative means of increasing the power 
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by employing a larger caliber of gun. This does not necessarily 

increase the :weight of gun since the decrease in velocity en-

ablos the larger caliber gun to be made proportionally shorter 

and the same or even a less weight of povler charge may be used 

in the larger caliber• Length in calibers of bore however has 

the marked advantage of lowering the maximum pressure required 

for a given muzzle velocity and it would be well to admit a cer-

tain increase of weight for the larger caliber to provide a real 

amelioration of erosive conditions. 

11> The designor will next combine the studies of initial 

velocity, caliber, length of bore, capacity of powder chamber, 

powder charge and travel of projectile to lay down the interior 

dimensions of the gun and construct the curves of velocity and 

pressure in the bore, using the formulas applicable to interior 

ballistics. As interior ballistics and powder each constrtct© 

a distinct branch of the general subject other than that rich 

Z have to discuss, namely, the construction of the gun itself, 

we will assume that the curves referred to have boon establish-

ed and may proceed to construct the gun around the imaginary 

bore with sufficient strength to conserve it. I propose then 

to comment upon some of the features of construction of the 

built-up stool gun derived from theory and practise which ap-

pear to be of current interest. 

12. A rrv;un is essentially an instrument of precision which 

requires at least a sufficient elastic strength in all its 

parts to resume its original dimensions after the displacement 

that is produced by the forces engendered in firing. All cal-



culations must therefore be based upon the elastic limit of the 

metal. The typical structure of the body of the built-up forged 

steel gun comprizes a tuba, jacket and hoops assembled by shrink-

age and with dimension of parts .sufficient to give a fair margin 

of elastic strength. The tube is the core of the structure ich 

extends thru the length of the bore; it has to withstand the 

strains due to forcing the projectile thru the rifling aid of--

farde he main dependcncofor longitudinal stiffnoss in the por-

tion in front of the jacket and its thickness is chiefly reglat-

ed by those conditions. The jacket cover: the brooch portion of 

the tube, extending forward to or beyond the center of avity 

of the sun, thus affording longitudinal stiffness as well as 

tangential strength; it also extends rearward from the breech 

end of the tube a sufficient distance to carry the threads that 

support the brooch block and so sustains the pressure on the bot-

tom of they bore, relicvinr the tube from longitudinal stress duo 

to that pressure. The jacket must have at least sufficient area 

of cross section to sustain the pressure on bottom of bore; it 

is also subjected to cross strains in the length between the 

breech of the tube and the first thread of the brooch and to 

provide ample longitudinal strength the area of cross section 

of jacket in they critical plane is usually made to give a factor 

of safety of about ? on the elastic strength. For guns of 6-in. 

_ caliber and upwards it is doomed proper to apply hoops over the 

whole length of tho gun with one or two layers over the powder 

chamber and portion of bore subjected to the maximuri powder 

pressure, depending upon the caliber of gun ,horo two layers 
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of hoops are applied their thic'-noss is datemined by the rule 

that the piddle radius all be a mean proportion between the 

inner and outer radii of the hoop thickness, as this gives the 

condition for ukiraum tangential resistance. The tangential 

resistance of the gun will be regulated by the powder pressure 

in the bore, consequently the curve of tangential resistance, 

for a minimum wei ~t of gun, and In g^noral , will  be approximate-

ly parallel to the curve of powder pressure one above it depend-

ing upon the factor of safety given to the elastic resistance. 

From this it results with present materials that the thickness 

of wall of gun over the powder chamber becomes about one caliber 

or a little more and the least thickness, near the nuszle, about 

throe-eighths of a caliber. 

10. Under the specifications of the frmy Crdncnca Depart-

ment, to minimum physicd qualities now required for gun forg-- 

ings, determined from tensile test specimens, are: 

_ 

Caliber n.astic Tensile 
of cannon, Forging limit strength 

pds.sq." pds•sq." 

Gun.._ impZe._.ea. 'b©nI._$t.eol , 

E1 on-
gation 

l= 

Con-
traction 

Above 3 and rube 50000 07000 13.0 3,5.0* 
under 8-inch Jacket 50000 90000 16.0 30.0 

8-inch and over Tube 46000 36000 37.0 30.0 
Jacket 43000 30000 16.0 

Ni. ckol ateel_ 

Above 5-inch Tube 55000 00000 16.0 25.0 
Jacket 60000 95000 160 S., . 

a5o 0 90000 16.0 20.0 

G rl ndrxc l ho aP . u "_w._. 53000 95000 16.0 20.0 

hoops -- nickel._teei 65000 05000 16.0 25.0 

* Specimen 2 inches length of stem, 0.508 inch diameter. All 
others 3 inches length of storm. ( .!c 1 i i 4 c»,n+„„ 
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For breech block and spindles, steel having 73000 pounds elastic 

limit is required 

The gain in elastic limit of nickel steel for gun forgings 

is about 30% over earlier standards. 

The modulus of elasticity of the steal Is about 30,000,000 

pounds and is so used in computations. 

14• The principles applied in the construction of n built-

up gam go back to Lamb and Barlow 's demonstration of the law of 

resistance of a hollow cylinder to interior pessuro and Rodman's 

domonstration of the benefit to be derived from initial tension 

in applying this law to guns made of a single piece with inter-

ior cooling. Professor Troadwell's treatise (1343) upon the 

differentiation of the longitudinal and tangential strains rid 

his proposition to increase the tangential strength by hooping 

were also very much in point. The modern text-books which treat 

of this subject very fully are based principally upon the works 

of Vir ile and Clavarino who have been followed by L gigs and 

Ingersoll, Glannon, i'ullam and hart, and more recently, Profes--

o r l gor at " nnapol i s ; Bruff, , and .Li ak ~.`ost Point; and 

Story at the Artillery School, Fort Monroe. The novel and in--

tarestjng treatment of this subject by Lt. Condr. Nulton, en-

titled t' rat~rtic representation of the relation of pressures 

and s rin'zages of built-up guns for the states of action and 

rest," published by the Naval Institute, 1906., will be found 

instructive to the student. My oTvz: e ceerienco led to the use 

of C1avarino's work which deals directly with the strains pro-

duced in the metal by the forces acting, and by an evaluation 
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of these strains in the direction of the principal axes of re-

sultant strain; or stresses, that is, circumforentially radial-

1y and longitudinally, we are enabled to conserve the primary 

condition that no part of the gun iall be subjected to strains 

beyond the elastic limit of the metal. ',`o say that the elastic 

resistance of the cylinder is reached when the aggregate strain 

in any one of these directions equals that which ,would be caused 

in a free specimen of the metal leaded to the elastic limit under 

a single stress f tention or compression as the case iay be. By 

modifjing Clavarino t s formulas in relation to longitudinal strees, 

as a result of shrink  ago experinents made for the Army rdnance 

Department at the west Point foundry, a sot of relaatIons was so -

curEc tich produced a coot satisfactory~la cem ent in actual con-

struction. The formulas were plac+d In forme (Notoson the Con -

st''uctiom of Ordnance No. "r53, 188 5) to discuss fu,.ly he forces 

engendered in building up a gun with cylinders applied byshrink-

ago and to enable the fidelity of the work to be verified not 

only in the corrlpletad in but a10 in the various stages of con-

truction,by measuring the bore of tube and the diameters of sue-

cessivo cylinders when applied.. `hest formulas were further a-

plifiod and app? ; ed to the computations for different calibers of 

guns in Notes on the Construction of Crdncnco No. 50, 1391., 

15. Tho existing ' no^:ledge of those formulas renders unnec-

essary any extended ended di scu scion of them here but drawings have 

been prepared to Illustrate  s  ome important applications Fig. 

1 interprets the formulas for the a ram resistance of a sira-

pie homogenous cylinder and of a compound cylinder subjected to 
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an interior pressure. The formulas are: 

Simple cylinder 
M

/ 7 2  P,,

Compound cylinder: Tangential resistance Y 

P Radial resistance 

Y = the interior pressuro per sq. inch that the cylinder 

will support without exceeding the elastic limit. 

Ro Radius of the bore and R R, radii of the outside our-n 

face 

the elastic limits of the metal under extension and 

compress] on respectively. 

These formulas involve the condition that the resistance to 

interior pressure is linttad by the displacement of the metal at 

the surface of the bore, whore, within % limits of practise, 

the strain is the greatest. The simple cylinder will fail by 

tangential extension only. The resistance of the compound cylin-

der will be proportionate to Ito initial compression and failure 

from interior pressure will occur either by tangential extension 

or radial compression depending upon certain conditions. If we 

suppose the bore of the compound cylinder to be initially corn-

pressed to the lirnit5t) , with8 = J , the curves may be plotted as 

shown, whore the abscissas represent the thickness (Rn~-R0 ) of 

the wall in calibers and the ordinates represent the fractional 

coefficients of the formulas - The resistance increases with the 

thickness of the wall, but with diminishing increments which become 

relatively small beyond a thickness of 1 to 1.25 calibers. The 
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limiting values of the interior 

pressure for an infinite thickness of all, making R R0, 

are: Simple cylinder, p •75g Compound, cylinder, tangcn.-

tial resistance, P 1.5th radial, .rosistance The for-

mulas for the eoa.pcund cylinder are equally applicable to the 

built-up sections of the forged steel gun, a wire-wound un 

with tube and a gun cornToseci of a single niece of steel with 

initial tension produced by interior cooling. In wire-wound 

guns the tube imposes practically the same re atrictions as in 

the built-up forged steel cg, that is the maximum resistance 

is limited by the tube which may not be worked beyond its lim-

it of elastic compression at rest or beyond its limit of olas-- 

tic extension in action. In applying the forrlula for tangen-

tial resistance of the compound cylinder it will be noted that 

the value to be substituted for must be the actual compres-

sion of bore existing in the structure, and the value of P will 

be proportionally reduced as F  is diminished from its maximum 

value which stex~ds for the elastic limit. In practise, with 

the built-up forged steel gun, it is found that with the larger 

calibers where the thickness of wall is sufficient to divide 

into three or four layers little or no tangential resistance 

is lost by reason of this curtailment in the compression of 

the bore. 

16. The next n1 ate* shows a cross section through the pow 

der chamber of a 12-inch rifle and illustrates the operation of 

taken from a paper read before; the Con css of fligineers, 
Chicago 1-x^osition, 133 
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the : hrinlL4.gcs and the pressures and stmt ns which are produced 

in the state of rest and also in the stato of action by applying 

an interior pressure which will develop the elastic tangontial 

resistance. in fig. 1 the shrinkages are plotted on the rift 

of the median line. Cn the left of this line we have the posi-

tions of the contact surfaces as each successive cylinder is ap-

plied, also trio corresponding compressions of the bore, and fi-

nally the extension of the exterior of is-hoop. The actual chang-

es are much exaggerated in the drawing. The reference (zero) 

point for each contact surface is the interior diametc of the 

applied cylinder. In the completed state of the structure the 

contact surfaces are in the places narked final position," and 

the pressures thereon produced are those required in the state 

of rest. in those positions, as yoc from the dxt4t ng, the sev-

eral shrinkage values are made up as follows: The first by the 

contraction of the exterior of tube minus the contraction of in-

terior of jacket; the second by the contraction of exterior of 

of jacket plus the extension of interior of A--hoop: and the third 

by the contraction of exterior of A-hoop plus the extension of 

anterior of L-hoop• hence the rule*: At each contact surface 

tlZe .ge ~s equal to_ ~;hc3 contraction pj the oJcteriar of the 

inr e l rider ncx asad the exLeneicn of the iltoriQr Of t 

outer er3 tz ed  ct3.on of the rgpsuro porta n--

ing to the comploto cyst©n in the state of rest. At the first 

* Observe that as regards displacements of exterior surfaces con-
tractions will be considered positive and extensions negative, and: 
for displacements of interior surfaces extensions will be positive 
and contractions negative. 
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contact surface the interior of jacket is contracted instead 

of extended; hence the second term is subtractive. 

In fig. 2 the pressures and strains are shown for the inner 

and outer surface of each layer as usually computed end also for 

intermodia to radii for the purpose of determining a third point 

in the curvos pertaining to each cylinder. In the state of ac-

tion, which supposes a pressure of 23.66 tons acting within the 

bore, the interior of each cylinder is tangentially strained to 

the elastic limit adopted, except the jacket, viz: Tube, 18.5 

jacket, 15.08 (limit 19.5); A-hoop, 22.8; and B-hoop, 20.5 tons. 

In the state of rest, with no pressure in the bore, the 

pressures at the contact surfaces fall to 5.25, 4.55, and 2.18 

tons, respectively, th ilst the stresses and streinc are balanced 

by compressions In the tube and jacket against extensions in the 

two hoops, the maximum values being: Compressions of 17.98 tons 

in tuba and 2 tons in jaci:ct , against extensions of 14.63 tons 

in A-hoop and 14.31 tons in B--hoop. 

To utilize the full elastic strength of this section of the 

gun the tube should be compressed to the limtt 13.5 tons. A low-

er limit is, however, pux~?osely taken to provide for reaming out 

the gun at a ilituro time to insert a lining tube and prevent 

ovorcoapression when that Ls done. The present compression 

(17.98 tons) will be increased to the limit (13.5 tons) if the 

completed gun is roamed out to a diameter of 16 inches, as pro-

posed for tho exterior of the liner when introduced. 

17. Plato 3t gives a longitudinal section of the first 8 

'akon6 from Gun z along in the United States, L ilitary Service 
Institution, 1887. 
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inch built --up storol gun made for the Army Ordnance; it shows 

the curves of powder pressure, velocity and twnential resis-

tancc and also the compression of bore me^surod in the sever-

al st^.has of assemblage. The final measured compression in 

the section of the powder chamber where the bore was desiguiod 

to be compressed to the elastic limit is only about 1 more 

than the anticipated compression. This drac'ing is Interest-

ing in respect to the shortness of the hoop, as first emnloy.-

ad In these guns . This was soon changed in future construc-

tions when it was found that the steal -makers could readily 

produce longer hoops. This gun was at first r•.iado without 

chase hopping. After firing 24 rounds the bore at core 1 

inches fr.r the nuzzle of the tube was fount' to be enlarged 

~t was then chase hooped, :;filch remedied to incipient weak-

ness, and chase hooping has since bean applied to all the 

larger caliber army ur s . 

18. The manufacture of this gun was preceded by building 

up and dismantling a full size section of the gun, 8 inches 

long, through the powder chamber, comprising tuba, 3acket and 

two hoops The details of this o periment are published in 

Notes on the Construction of Ordnance, No. 32, 1888. The re-

sults were important and led practically to the establishment 

of the formulas we are now using, which as already stated are 

Clav±.rino`s formulas, modified with respect to the factor per-

taining to longitudinal displacements

19. Plate 4° illustrates the state of strains found to 

Taken from Notes on the Construction of Ordnance, No.70,1896. 
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exist in a hollow steel forging subjected, axparimentally, to 

interior cooling to develop so called initial tension and to 

examine the conditions so produced ith reference to the ca-

pacity of the cylinder to withstand an interior pressuro• The 

forging was prepared in the usual manner for gun steel and 

treated by annealing, oil tempering and annealing. In the fi-

nal annealing, Chile still in the annealing furnace .nd uni-

formly heated to redn©es, water was passed into and through 

the bore of the forging until it was cool enough to handle. 

The strains of tension in the outer part end compression in 

the inner part of the forging gore measured by cutting the 

several sections into thin concentric rings and measuring the 

changes on the diameter of each ring due to its release from 

the forging; those changes giving a measure of the ,trains in-

duced by the treatment. The shaded arms show these strains, 

and tho ordinates of the bounding curve (broken lines) of the 

lighter area above the median horizontal line represent the 

tensions produced in the wall due to the calculated interior 

pressure wh kch will cause the greatest ordinate to equal the 

elastic limit of the metal, 60000 pounds. The dotted line 

curves show the stresses or strains of initial tension deduced 

by theory to compare with the curves ( full lines) of actual 

strains, starting with one point in common. The degree of co-

incidence of these two curves in each section indicates the 

rog clarity of the strains produced by the treatment. The 

strains produced in the treatment of this forging were too 

severe for the bast conditions. Duplicates of two of the 
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sections were annealed before cutting into rings, with the re-

sult of ameliorating he original strains and improving them 

as shown in the two lower figures= In one of those (nuzzle 

section) the ideal state, nearly, of initial tension is shown 

since the ordinates showing the strains or street es throu;hout 

the wall when the interior pressure is supposed acting are 

nearly equal, that is to say the whole thickness of wall would 

'be worked to the elastic limit. This evidently gives the max 

imun resistance possible for the cylinder. The law of r©si 

tance in a cylinder with initial tension prodt~c ed by interior 

cooling is the sane as for a built-up cylinder_ In the one 

case it is concerned with the infinite number of concentric 

laainae that make up the thickness of the wall and in the other 

with the separate cylinders of given thickness in they wail 

in the initial state of a gun or cylinder treated by interior 

cooling, the interior portion of the :stall rests in a state of 

tangential compression which is greatest at the surface of the 

bore, and the exterior portion in a state of tangential extc i-

sion which is greatest at the outside surface. The strains of 

extension and cociprossL on are in equilibrium - the aggregate of 

the two being oqi ~l quantities. There is a nfa~itral lamina in 

the wall where the tangential strain is virtually zero, and from 

this locality the compression should increase progressively to-

wards the 'bore and the extensions likewise towards the outer 

surface. .10 make the resistance to interior pressure a, maximum, 

the state of initial tension should be such that when the pres-

sure acts from within, the whole thickness of metal throw the 



walls of the pieta should be, as nearly as practicable, uniform-

ly strained to the elastic limit of the aetal . 

20. .` ith a properly regulated initial tension his raethod 

of construction, that is, nakin the gun of a single forging, 

gives the greatest possible tai gential strength in a cylinder 

of given dimensions and quality of`riotal. The solid construction 

is also favorable to longitudinal strength and stiffiess, 

the method is as a whole nest pror icing. 

21. The axperisent described gave experience for better 

regulation of the temperature of the forging mad of the cooling 

operations in subsequent work and this method of construction 

has boon applied to a limited extent in the construction of 

guns. A 3-inch and a -inch gun made of single for sings 

strengthened by interior cooling have boon constructed and test-

ed extensively with very satisfactory results. A numb©r of the 

tubes for 5-inch rapid fire guns have also bean made in this way. 

The outcome of the process in those tubes has not boon encourag-

ing for the continuation of this method in view of the trouble 

experienced and the nu~abor of ro—tro tnents necessary to obtain 

the degree of initial tcncion desired. Care and experience in 

rianufacture should be able to control this method and apply it 

advantageously at least to g ms of small and medium caliber. The 

difficulty to be anticipated with guns of large caliber is in 

procuring a forging for the gun body in one piece of uniform 

duality. This is, however, also a question of experience and 

advancement in 1 owledgv of the art, and quite within the lim-

its of future possibility. 

nd 
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22. A novel application of the gran formulas Was recently 

called for in the case of a field gun vzhoro in assembling the 

jacket with shrinkage on the tube he bore of the tube was com-

pressed much beyond that to be anticipated from the shrinkage 

althou the latter had been correctly applied. It was found, 

however, that the jacket was olongatod in place after shrinkage, 

instead of being contracted in length as required by theory 

`.:oroover, in ton other guns of the same nodal under manufacture 

the jacket was contracted in length on shrinkage and the compres-

sion of bore in each of these was very nearly the noxrial value 

to be anticipated, as usual, from the diametrical shrinkage a--

1 one , It appeared that the heated jacket had gripped the tube 

longitudinally in cooling during the shrinkageoperatIon and had 

produced an abnox al longitudinal force in the jacket which re-

acting upon the tube and at the surface of contact between the 

tube and jacket had caused an increase of the pressure to be 

anticipated on the exterior of the tube and consequently an in-

crease in the compression of bore. The question presented for 

solution was, Could the overcompression of bore be accounted 

for by the measured elongation of the jacket in place ,•thick a-

mountod to .009 of an inch on 38.1 inches. 

23. The solution is indicated as follows: 

(a) Pressuro on exterior of tube duo to 
actual diametrical shrinkage alone, - 3.G23  tons sq. inch, 

(b) Corresponding anticipated compression 
of bore of tube   _ - _ __ _ 0.0024420 Inch, 

(c) Actual elongation of jacket in place, 
.009 $ 33.1, -_  -_ .. _ _ _ -_ _ __ _ - 0.0002303 per indi ,. 

(d) 
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(ci) Anticipated contraction in length of 
jacket due to diametrical shrintage a-

0.0000836 per inch 

( e ) Longitudinal extension of jacket is 
thus greater than should be for norrml 
conditions in the sum, ctcl  

( f ) Estimated contraction in length of 
tube' 

due to grip of jacket, the two 
being in contact and actin, as one, 
inverse ratio of cross section of 
pieces

Note. The effoct of longitudinal ex-

tension of jacket is to contract 

the interior diameter and of lon€ i-- 

tudina]. compression of tube is to 

expand the oxterior diameter; hence 

both of these factors will act to 

increase the pressure at contact 

surface on exterior of tube. C i r-

cumferential (radial) displacement 

krill be X/3 of the longitudinal , 

then: 

(g) Circumferential strains at mid-section 
caused by longitudinal grip of jacket: 

Jacket e + 3   -
Tube f+3  

(ii) Corresponding increments in normal 
pressure on exterior of tube, 

0.633 + 2.693  

( i ) Corresponding increment in normal 
coapro e si on of bore _ _ __

( j ) Circumferential compression of free 
bore of tube caused by longitudinal 
grip of jacket, g(for tubo)x2':0 * - 

0.0003204 per Inch, 

0.0010763 or inch, 

0,0001063 per inch, 
0.0003570 per inch, 

3.326 tons sc . inch , 

0.002 x'42 Inch, 

0.0010330 Inch, 

* Under normal conditions the tube being acted upon by an exter-ior pressure only should be elongated 0.0002807 per inch. 
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~Summing the several vales for partial compression of bore 

to get the total estimated, we have: 

(b) .anticipated for the diametrical shrinkage alone .002442 inch 

(i ) Estimated, for the abnormal increase of pressure 
at contact surface on exterior of tube, caused 
by longitudinal grip of jacket M- -   - .002;42 

(j) Estimated for free bore, caused by longitudinal 
grip of jac=et _ _ _ _- _ _ _ ~. _ r - _ _ .001038 

Estimated c~cipr©ssion of bore, total - . 005 

Actual compression of bore  >005 

Difference, actual greater than esti-zatad, .000773 

H 
H 

H 

The difference between the estimated and sctua_7. compression of 

bore being less than .001 of an inch shows that the overcampres•-

sion of bore can be accounted for by including the abnormal ef-

fect due to the longitudinal gripping of the jacket in shrinkage. 

24. The actual compression of bore in this case was so ox--

cossive, being .00(5 of an inch instead of .0024 of en inch en-

ticipa.tod, as to indicate that the jacket (outer member of the 

g un ) would be strained to its elastic limit of 65000 pounds r 

sq. inch by a powder pressure of about 20000 pounds in he bore, 

whereas the normal value for the elastic resistance of the run 

is about X0000 pounds - the gun  being made of nickel stool. The 

conditions wore considered dangerous and a suggootton to fire the 

gun in the expectation that the shock of discharge would "shake`° 

it into shape was negatived on the hound that our knowledge and 

experience of gun construction is sufficient to indicate the dew 

ger of putting such guns in service and that while one gun in 

this condition mi .t be fired some number of rounds without en-

laming it, this would be no guarantee of safety for another gun 
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or warrant for a precedent. Jn attempt was made to release the 

abnormal strains by heating the gun to about 500O F. tempera-

ture and allowing it to cool slowly. This re ultod in very 

slight easement of the comprossL::n of bore, while they elonga-

tion of the jacket was increased to .015 of an inch on 38.1 

inches by the operation; a set was apparently produced in the 

jacket due to its existing state of longitudinal strain. The 

gun was ultimately dismantled. 

23. The principal lesson learned from the test of the two 

6-inch wire-wound guns recently made at Sandy Hook and closed 

after firing 9S rounds from each was the rapid erosion of the 

bore and evident inadmissibility of attempting to use the high 

velocity for which the tuns were designed. The guns have near-

ly the same dimensions of bore and similar rifling except that 

in one the grooves ;were .04 and In the other .05 of an inch 

deep - the length of bore is 50 calibers and the po;~ler chamber 

about 320© cubic inches capacity. Tho Brown gun has a double 

tube, the inner made of forged steel and the outer one a seg-

mental tube composed of long stool plates, 0.15 of an inch thick 

wrappod to form a cylinder. 'h est together have a. thickness of 

about 3 inches over the powder chamber, 3.5 in front of the 

chamber and 1.4 at the guzzle. Vrire is wrapped over the double 

tube nearly from the breech to the muzzle ,with a thickness vary-

ing from 3 inches to 1 inch. The wire is of squaro crass sec-

tion .02 sq. inch area and was wrapped throughout with a uni-

f oo tension of 125000 pounds per eq. inch. The brooch portion 

of the gun is covered by a heavy jacket assembled with a light 
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shrinkage of .0©3 of an inch on d3ain®ters. The wire cn the 

chase of the gun is covered with a shoot steel envelop 3/16 of 

an inch thick. The inner tube extends the whole length of the 

gun including the breech recess vthore it is threaded to sup-

port the brooch block, with the assistance, however, of lock-

ing and threaded rings coupling the rear end of the inner tuba 

longitudinally with the sogmental tube and the jacket. This 

gun has the usual form of cylindrical, slotted brooch block with 

4 smooth and 4 threaded sectors. The computed elastic it re-

sistance of the gun was stated by the inventor to be 64500 pounds 

per sq. inch The disadvantages of the means provided for 

longitudinal strength were shown in the testa; the brooch 

threads were stretched rearr;ards and caused difficulty in oper- 

sting the block 

6. The Crowier gun has a single tube so lowhat thicker 

than usual for a built--up gun of the sane caliber d The roar 

portion of the tube extending forward from the gas check seat 

for a length of about 167 Inches, 3s wrapped with wire in sac-

tjcns of thickness varying from .B Inches to 0.0 of an inch. 

:,here the mire wrapping terminates and over the remaining length 

of 134 inches to the muzzle the tube is re{nforeed by forged 

hoops only, which are shrunk on in the usual manner. The wire -

wrapped :onion of the gun is covered by the jacket with a hoop 

in front of it, and outside of these are the trunnion hoop and a 

locking hoop which connects the jacket longitudinally with the 

chase hooping. :x.11 of these outer parts are shrunk on and farm 
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a strong protective outer covorng for the wire. The brooch 

block is supported in the usual itannor by a breech bushing 

screwed into the rear of the jacket. L,ongitudina1 cozrnaction 

between the tube and jacket is principally afforded by step 

rings which are embedded in the wire envelop. The trunnion 

hoop is held in place longitudinally by shrinkage over shoulders. 

The wire is of square cross section 0.1 inch on a side and was 

wrapped with a uniform tension throu rout of 47400 pounds per 

so. inch. The computed elastic resistance of the gun is 6(3230 

pounds per sq. inch for the chamber section. 

27. The breech mechanism is a modif i ed pwttern of the 6-

inch Boforo mechanism. This was the first gun fez' which this 

type of mechanism was manufactured in this country. Its princi-

pal features earlprize the spheroidal for:^. of brooch recess which 

give~ a large threaded area and presents a convenient form of 

opening for loading and place for a simple automatic loading 

tray. The block has six threaded sectors. It is opened by con-

tinuous movement of the operating handle flotation of the block 

in opening or closing is controlled by a geared slide which 

one end engages in the "roller" placed on they hinge pin and at 

the other end in teeth cut upon he stem of to breech block. 

friction roller upon a stud on the breech block follows an 

inclined groove in the roller and controls the swinging movement 

of the blociy: the bloc- is positively locked against turn;ng 

when closed. The firing mechanism is operated by the elide and 

carried to the rigt in opening, leaving the vent uncovered for 

insertion of primer and is automatically retux ied when the block 
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is closed: it can also be moved independently by hand to insert 

a primer. The mechanism is adapted to the service corrbination 

electric and friction primer and for firing both by electric cir-

cuit and by lanyard. The primer ejector is an independent lever 

operated by a stroke of they hand; it combines a spring movement 

which presses against the primer when the latter is inserted and 

moments it from being dislodged by pressure of air due to rapid 

closing of the block. The first mechanism made for the gun gave 

trouble on account of to softness of the steel parts. This was 

remedied in the second mechanism provided. This mechanism with-

stood the high pressures to which the dun was subjected, without 

d©forrting the breech threads, in an admirable manner• The orig-

inal 6-inch Bofors gun with this type of broach mechanism is 

shown on Plata 5> 

28. The suns were first fired 38 rounds each with pressures 

limited to about 45000 pounds. "1'he test was completed with 10 

rounds of oxceysivo, increasing charges designed to 

give 66000 pounds in the last two rounds, that is, a pressure 

about equal to the elastic limit of the guns. 

of the firings may be quoted, viz 

In the first 33 rounds; 

height of smokeless porydor charge 
with 100-pounds projectile, - - pounds 

Some of the results 

Brown Crozier 
gun grin 

71 ̂ 72.25 

Pressure for 3325 f.s. M.V., about, 
pds.sq.in. 42400. 43400. 

Vei t of smokole s powder charge 
with 106-pounds projectile. - -- pounds 60 . 71.75 

Pressure for 3250 f.s. : V., about, 
pds . sq. in, 4.7500. 44000. 
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Brown 
gun 

Crozier 
gun 

Hi est pressure in 133 rounds, - 45130. 47069. 

Highest Iii .V . in 88 rounds, 3455. 3533-

In the 10 Excessive Charges: 

FFiighost velocity (projectile 106 
pounds)   - f.s. 3740. 3866. 

Highest pressure _ __ _. pds.sq.in. 63415. 61360. 

.Weraga Pressure for 10 rounds, °' 54662. 55490. 

29. Erosion of the bore soon became narked. Tumbling of 

the projectile in the Brown gran was obviated by 5 changes of 

the rotating band for trial of different forms or to give in-

creased forcing, aftor rounds 22, 31, 60, 80 and 88 respective-

ly. In the other gun one bend was continued in use until tum-

bling occurred, which was about round 43. After round 62 an 

enlarged band of the same type was substituted and used, with-

out tumbling, to the end of the test. The erosion of the bore 

presented the characteristic hour-glass shape, being greatost 

near the seat of the projectile, decreasing to a minimum some-

what forward of the middle length of the rifled bore and thence 

increasing again to the muzzle A peculiar result shown at the 

muzzle was an unequal wear of the lands, producing eccentricity. 

In each gun the lands in a certain section of the bore, but dif-

ferently located in the two guns, were worn much more than the 

opposite lands. The final comparison by stargaging after 98 

rounds showed the following changes from the original measure-

ments of diameters of the bore: 
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Brown 
gun 

Crozier 
gun 

ands: At origin of rifling, -
About 110" from nuzzle, 

inch, 
fl 

♦.231 
+.010 

+. io:r5 

+.010 
At muzzle,  

Groovas:At origin of rifling. - H 

#.0445 

t•13J 

t•053 

+2435 
bout 110" from muzzle, H -.007 -•001 

At m.uzzle  i( -.0145 -•0025 

Powder chamber  U t.04 1-.02 

The extant of the aradon in the rear portion of the ri-

fled bore after 93 rounds may be better appreciated by stating 

that in one gu n within 41 inches, and in he other within 57 

inches, of the original commencement of the rifled bore, there 

was none of the original rifling left. The ridges and depres-

sions which remained wore due entirely to the erosion which 

deepened the on ginal grooves at the same time that it wore 

off the lands. As bearing upon one of the disputed points of 

causes of erosion it will be noted that if escape of gas past 

the rotating band be one of the primary causes its effects 

should have been exhibited here. A flat rotating band was 

used in the Brown gun. After erosion became pronounced day-

light could be seen through the rifling grooves around the band 

when the projectile was seated rn the other hand a rotating 

band with large rear lip which always ingured forcing to fill 

the grooves from the beginning of movement of the projectile 

through the bare, was used in the Crozier gun. Yet Mulder these 

cireumstancas the increase of erosion was not more marked in 

the Brown than in the Crozier gun. 

30. The test of those guns, considering the sustained 



him pressures, the large powder charges and the projectile en-

orgy developed, i7 without parallel for severity so far as 

known. It is a high record for wire-wound guns. It does not, 

however, establish a record for superiority as regards strength 

over the built--up construction. Proof of this is afforded in 

tho resistance of the chase of the Crozier gun, where 134 inches 

or ww calibers of the length from uzz1e is shply the hooped 

construction, with tube and hoops of nickel steel, which with-

stood the high chase pressures developed quite as well as the 

worm gun with wire-wrappirtg extending to the rnuzzl o. The en-

largement of the powder chambers of the wire guns within the 

wire construction and whore no erosion was produced, amounting 

to .04 inch in one gun and .02 inch in the other, shows that a 

material pox anont sat was produced, and there is no reason to 

believe that if this portion of the Crozier gun had also been 

built up of nickel stool forgings there would have been a less 

favorable record for tangential resistance. 

^1. The subject of gas check pads is one of recurring in-

terest and it has boon asserted by some that the plastic pad 

is inherently defective and that a metallic gas check v uld be 

more satisfactory. I do not agree with this, or at least may 

say that the difficulties in producing a satisfactory metallic 

gas check appear very great -;silo the defects of the plastic 

pad are generally remediable. with the metallic pad attached 

to the block as it would be for convenience in operating, wear 

or deformation of the gas tigit surfaces will give room for an 

escape of gas with disastrous scoring effect. The Freyre gas 
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chock wherein the thin edge of a stool ring is forced outward 

against the gas chock eeat by the powder pressure in the bore 

by moans of a cone fitting on the roar face of the spindle head 

is correct in principle and probably the most satisfactory form 

that has boon dosigned. This has boon tried in service but re-

linquished for the plastic form. The sealing ring ought to be 

actuated as in the i'rayro by the interior prossur© so that the 

ring will be expanded with the diametrical expansion of the 

bore. This expansion in a t--inch guns for example, may amount 

to .O1 of an inch or more and in a 12-inch gun to twice as 

much • attempts therefore to hold up the sealing ring by moans 

of spring pressure arranged in the breach block in roar of the 

sealing ring are not admissible..z In the recent trial of such 

a device at the Sandy Hook Proving Ground, gas escaped around 

the ring even :•:ith reduced pressure in the gun and the gas check 

seat was eroded at every round. 

32. The plastic pad with its stool split rings at front 

and roar makes a perfect ga., closure when properly fitted. The 

endurance of those pads in service has been variable; some have 

lasted  a large nnbor of rounds and others 

after a few rounds. The principal defects 

the pad cover by the dodges of the rings or 

past the front ring, and in rapid fire the 

required replacement 

are the cutting of 

by the escape of gas 

softening and buig-

ing of the pad by host and con; oquont difficulty in working the 

broach blcok. The cutting effect in the outside of the pad can 

in probably every case be traced to insufficient thickness of 

pad which fails to force the front split ring far enough. for-
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ward in the conical gas check seat to give it a proper bearing. 

The split ring should be normally about •01 of an inch larger 

than its proper seat and be compressed that amount tan the 

block is closed. For this reason it is important that the pad 

be given its full thickness under the heavy compression used in 

molding to shape in manufacture and the practise that has been 

followed at times to prose the pads to a thickness of about •02 

or »d3 of an inch loss than shown on drawings, to compensate as 

stated for swelling or expansion which usually takes place dur-

ing shipment is to be condemned. it will be seen also that a 

relatively rapid fiare for the gas check seat is objectionable 

since the greater the slope of the gas check seat the more will 

variations innthe thicknoss of the pad affect the proper seat-

ing of the front split ring. 

33. he undue softening of the pads in use heretofore is 

a necessary consequence of he use of the tallow mixture. Tal-

low melts at a temperature of about 12O P., which may readily 

be exceeded in prolonged firing; it is also objectionable in 

containing oleic acid which acts to rust the metal parts and rot 

the pad cover. Two varieties of pad composition have been ex-

tensively trice: with satisfactory results in firings, either 

of which obviates these objections to the tallow-asbestos com-

position and either may be used to replace it in service. One 

is a mixture of so--called "Non-fluid oil" used in the propor-

tion of about 1 part to 4 of asbestos to make the pad• i`he nor -

fluid oil is a patented grease, largely derived from petroleum 

products apparently, made by the New York & New Jersey Lubricant 
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Co. The grease has a melting point of about 4000 F. The pad 

composition is sufficiently plastic and remained firm after f 

hours exposure to 1900 F The other is designated Sy-George com-

position, after the names of the inventors. It is a mixture of 

asbestos with petrolatum and another ingradicnt This composi-

tion well proservos its consistency under heat, becoming about 

like that of dough at 3380 F A pad of this composition was sub-

j oct ed to 25 round; fired in 1G-inch rifle within about 32. rain--

utas total time The pad was 1.0 inches thick through the body 

with exposed outer surface 1.25 inches between split rings. 

Starting with the pad rather tightly adjusted and after 12 rounds 

fired at less then 1 minute intervals, the pad caused some diffi-

culty in closing the block. It was then loosened and remained 

loose after the 13 additional rounds. The temperature of the 

spindle head in contact with the .ad, after the 25 rounds, was 

1600 F. 

34- another moans of rel ievIng trouble arising from. the 

swe11Ing of pad has boon adopted in the 10-inch rifle model of 

1900. 1'he thickness of pad throe z the body has been reduced 

from 1.9 to 1.37v inches and the exposed outer thickness from 

1.28 to 0.373 inches. This thickness has proved sufficient for 

obturating purposes; it reduces the bulging surface to an extent 

that has been found to give excellent practise even with the ta1-

low-asbestos composition. The best material for pad covering so 

far tried is a specially woven c.cbestos-wirc cloth. Selected 

asbestos fiber is wrapped on a fine wire core to fort a close 

thread which is then woven into cloth and sized with alum-water, 



m4:kin a fixn • pliable cloth free from protruding asbestos fi-

ber, which in the ordinary asbestos-wire cloth, then used as a 

pad cover, gave trouble by adherence of the fiber to the meta, 

part of he breech mechanism. 3y rubbing the special cloth with 

graphite before placing the pad In the gun, no sticking of the 

cover occurred. This wire cloth was taken up especially with 

the view of stiffening the pad against bulging when heated, and 

as a remedy in connection with the use of the tallow-asbestos 

pad composition. The cloth is expensive and It is expected that 

the 10-os, canvas tick cover will be sufficI ent for service with 

the improved pad composition. 

35. The propriety of increasing they caliber of gun to gain 

power rather than to incrvaso the muzzle velocity, by reason of 

the reduction of th© life of the gun due to erosion, has boon 

referred to. This subject has been caroit~lly considered in the 

report of the Chief of Ordnance, U. S. z-ciy, for 1 8j page 25 

and in Appendix i of that rqport. The data there collected with 

respect to guns that had boon fi red nearly to or beyond the num-

ber of rounds deemed sufficient to develop the accuracy-life of 

the guns shows the following: 

Caliber kuzzle velocity ccuracy-1ifc, 

6-inch 2500 f.s. 450 rounds, 
6-inch 3000 " 150 
6 " 3300 " 43  ' 
3 " 2200 " 275 " 
10 " 2250 " 230 " 
10 " 2500 " 90 " 
1^ y~, 0 , ^~0 ,~, - d 
12 " 2500 '" 60 " 

This data can be amended with r osAsct to the 10 and 12--inch guns 
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for 2300 f.c velocity which wore than estinatod. The firing 

of guns of this nodel has since been continued, the 1:C--inch to 

115 rounds and the 12-±nch to 77 rounds, and it is found that 

they will withstand a, still grcatrr number of rounds without 

matcri al loss of accuracy. The estimated life of large caliber 

dun; , with vcloclty reduced to 2150 f•s. , is then shown on Plate 

VIII of the report approximately as follows: 8-inch, 350 10-

inch, 315; 12-inch, 280; 14--inch, 245; and 16-inch, 210 rounds. 

.Yhether these figures will hold good in practise is perhaps 

questionable. Baoed on 350 rounds for the 8-inch, however, mad 

considering the erosion pro aortional to the time of transit of 

the projectile through the bore (vrhich for similar guns is di-

rectly as the actual lengths of bore), we would have instead: 

10-inch, 230; 12-inch, 235; 14-inch, 

200; and 16-inch , 175 

rounds. These figures for the 14 and 16-inch guns h,ve been 

entered in the data pertaining to these g. uns previously discussed. 

3fi e The erosion of bore appears to be chiefly a mechanical 

result due to high temperature and the rush of gas through the 

bore following the projectile and it Increases with the caliber 

of the gun chiefly because of the longer time to which the part 

host affected, that is the choke of the polor chaff bor and roar 

portion of the rifled bore, is exposed to the heat of the powder 

gases. John F. eigs, of the pethlehom Stool Company, has con-

tributed an interesting note on this subjoct, printed in the 

Journal of the United States xtillery for May-Jima, 1907. The 

erosion increases with the pressure and particularly with the 

large powder charges adequate to produce hgh vel ocitIes in long 
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guns. it is not serious in short pieces like the 12-inch rifled 

mortars, altouh they may be fired with quite as high pressures 

as the guns, which is another evidence of the relation between 

hest time--exposure accompanied by him velocity and erosion. 

The erosion in the rear portion of the bore affects the whole 

surface, deepening the g_rooves as well as wearing off the lands. 

About or beyond the middle length of the rifled bore there is 

little or no erosion, it then increases again to the nuzzle. The 

wear towards the muzzle, however, is almost entirely confined to 

the lands and thorn appears to be the effect of high velocity, 

rather than heat, of the powder gases and possibly friction of 

the rotating band, wearing on the lands- In two G-pdr. suns 

with 3400 f.s, velocity recently tested at sandy Hock, by firing 

500 rounds, Including several series of 45 rounds for rapidity, 

the lands near the muzzle were completely worn away, leaving the 

appearance of a smooth bore dun. 

37. The rotating band should afford sufficient shearing a-

roa in its bearings on the sides of the lands to provont any 

shearing movement, not only to insure steadiness of the pro jae--

the in fliF, t, but also to prevent oponing or the escape of 

as over the band in the b^re . For this reason a hider band 

will be required with higi velocities. If the band insures this 

however, and if it also has an enlarged forcing lIp which will 

seal the bore when the projectile is seated, it a^pears that 

the essentials for the band will have been as nearly fulfilled 

as practicable Placing an undercut in the roar face of the 
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band to form an expanding lip appears to be an unnecessary ro-

finemontt as compared with a siplo forcing lip since as soon 

aU the projectile  has ntorod the rifling the band will be flat-

tened close on the projectile and the opening of the lip will 

disappear• forcing slope in the rear portion of the rifloci 

bore is also a good feature and should be made in the grooves 

as well as on the lands.. 

38. fforts have been made and will be continued, to find 

a suitable steel or metal for gun tubes superior in erosive 

qualities to that no:; used, but the results so far go to show 

that the simple carbon and nickel steel forgings are nearly e-

qual in this respect and stand nearly if not quite at the head 

of available metals 

39 After suns have become eroded they may be restored 

by inserting a lining tube, using a shrinkage adapted to pre-

serve the original tangential resistace • A number of short 

lining tubes have been placed in field gowns to remodel the 

chamber and gave good service in firings. Th examples of lin-

ing tubes inserted in larger calibers will be referred to. The 

first was a 1?-inch rifled mortar, the bore of which was injured 

in machining and a through liner inserted to restore i t , as 

sh o Yn in plate c. The liner is 1.06 inches thick over the pow-

der chamber and 1 inch thick in front of the longitudinal thrust 

- shoulder which is 09 inches from the muzzle.. The location of 

this shoulder is over the forcing slope in the rifled bore and a 

few inches in front of the band of the projectilo when seated. 

this lining tube did not prove a success The very remarkable 
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fact was observed that after a feu rounds were fired the lining 

tube began to olonge.te and protrude from the muzzle • Lfter ^5 

rounds this protrusion was •2 of an inch and the muzzle end of 

the liner was twisted clociciso, looking at the muzzle, .06 of 

an inch at its circuroforence - The twisting evidently curate from 

the driving force on the lands required to rotate the projectile. 

lour securing pins were then placed in the muzzle to correspond 

with similar pins originally placed in the brooch end to prevent 

rotation of the liner. Rotation of the was prevented but 

the protrusion of the liner continued to increase with firings 

until after 355 rounds it amounted to . C of an inch - r1ccompany--

ing the elongation of the liner the bore was enlarged, shoring 

. 04^ of an inch enlargement on the gro ovo diameter at muz a 1 e and 

increasing to .03 of an inch enlargement at ? Inches from the 

muzzle or just in front of the shoulder on the liner. In roar 

of the shoulder the bore was less enlarged than in front of it, 

that is showed a relative contraction indicating a forcing in 

of the retal due to longitudinal pressure at the shoulder on 

the outside of the liner. This bunching of metal in rear of 

the shoulder and the strotchlng of it in front of the shoulder 

are not readily explainable by deduction from the effects of 

the known forces acting. It is presumed that the additional 

force needed to produce such bodily longitudinal movement of 

the liner, other than (1) the Intoner and exterior pressure on 

the liner, (2) the longitudinal component of pressure on the ri-

fling duo to inertia of rotation of projectile, (3) the friction 
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of projectile band, (4) the recoil of piece, and (5) the fric-

tion of the gases and unconeumod powder of powder charged (all 

of which ware considered), was produced by v.Zat mounted to a 

nendreling action iirnishod by the forcing of the rotating 

band and the wave of powder gas pressure which must i roduce en 

elastic enlargement of the bore advancing with  the pro j oet ii o 

band It may be said that evaluation of the friction of projec-

tile band and friction of the gases in the bore cannot be made 

with exactness in the cb»ence of reliable data• the force re-

quired to push the proje=ctile throu i the bore measured in the 

to sting machine at «atortown :rsnnal amounts to a radial pros-

- sure of 4000 ponds per sq. inch at the surface of contact be-

tween the band and the rifled bore. This test, howevor , of 

course did not include the expanding effort of the powder gas 

pressure in the bore which would act to at least partially ro--

liove the friction of the bad On the whole this test showed 

the decided tendency of the lining tube to be vcxanently sot 

by longitudinal stretching and indicated the necessity for mak-

ing there: as thick as practicable and giving good long tudinal 

support• 

40. The other lining tube is placed in the type 10-inch 

rifle which was manufactured in 1390 esxd laid aside in 1896 af-

ter having been fired 202 rounds, whereon the accuracy of fire 

was so reduced, due to erosion in the rear portion of the rifled 

bore, that roiining was rocor.Mendad by the testing board. The 

lining tube, Plate 7, is made of ;un steel and is inserted from 
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the brooch by roaming out the original tuba for a laiagth of 152 

inches and leaving a square abutting shoulder in the bore where 

the liner ands; the original bore is preserved from this place 

to the muzzle over a length of 175 inches. The thicness of 

liner is 0.9 of an inch over the powder chamber and 1.12 inches 

in the portion in front of the intex iediato shoulder; it is as-

sembled with shrinkages that nearly reproduce the original 

strength of the gtm, that is . to support about 54000 pounds per 

sq. inch powder pressure within the elastic limit of the metal.. 

The means applied to prevent the lining tube from twisting and 

preserve the alignment of rifling at the junction of the tube 

with the original rifling, comrrize purling over four inches 

l ength of the chrin':age surfaco at the front end and four secur-

ing pins at the brooch and Which are threaded, one-half in the 

original tuba and one-half in the 1 inor o 'a clearance of 0.3 

of an inch was left, in assembling the lining tube,  between 

shoulders. This was done to insure a close j int In the bore 

at the front of the liner and that the end should make contact 

before the shoulder, considering the to ~-i udinal. oxnanoion of 

the gun under the heat used for shrinkage. 

41 • At the place selected for the termination of the liner 

the original, bore was enlarged by erosion about C.©25 of an inch 

on the diameters of both lands end grooves. Between this and 

the muzzle or at About 75 inches from the muzzle, the original 

diameters were but slightly changed. The finish boring end ri-

fling was done by inserting tools from the muzzle and conse-
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quontly, althou the a? igluiont of rifling; was made good, the 

bore of the liner ;;as not finished flush with the worn bore at 

the place of meeting and there Is left an abrupt enlargement of 

the bore at the end of the liner amounting to 0.01 of an inch 

or more on a side. This was at first considered a serious de-

fact as tending to induce rapid erasion at this place and possi--

bly also to impair the accuracy of the fire. Those fears have 

not born realized. The accuracy of the gun is fuily up to the 

normal and after 24 rounds there is no ma r4.od erosion of the 

bore at this place. This is another practical illustration 

(core In point even than in the case of the Brown 6--inch gun, 

since this place for gas escape is located where the travel of 

projectile is about 7.5 calibers) of the slight effect of gas 

escape past they rotating band In producing erosion. 

42• The first nro xam of firings co~.prized 52 rounds, in-

cluding 47 fired with full charges, giving 36000 pound; or high-

er pressure and ending with 10 rounds excessive charges in which 

the pressure was progressively increased to about 53000 pounds 

per sq. inch. Ten rounds (Nos. 6-15) were fired for accuracy 

with 646 pounds projectile at fixed target ; 1000 yards range and 

repeated with rounds 31--40. They gave 211 ft, moan deviation 

from center of Impact for the first target and a considerably 

bettor figure, namely*, 0.025 ft for the second. The condition 

of the gun after thane firings .was entirely satiz factory, except 

a tendency to contract1Onof the bore withln the front end of the 

liner, arising apparently from forward flow of the liner metal, 
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producing excessive pressure at the abuttn g joint aid causing 

some upsetting o£ metal on each side of it. For the rest the 

liner was in good condition; it was not rotated at all to dis-

turb the alignmont of rifling or unduly enlarged by pressure ~= 

the erosion for 52 rounds, with about 2200 f•s• velocity, being 

of course not material. It theold portion of the bore, forward 

of the liner, these 52 rounds produced an increased enlargement 

on the lands amounting only to from .002 to .003 of an inch . 

Ater this 32 additional rounds have been fired from the gun, 

making 84 since rolining and a total of 376 for the gun. The 

32 rounds were fired with full charges and included 25 rounds 

fired consecutively in 31 minutes 10 seconds total time. 

43. The last firings increased the contraction of the bore 

in the front end of the liner so that it became 9.9875 inches, 

or 0.0115 inch less than the prescribed maximum diameter of the 

projectiles which had to pass throw it in the later rounds. 

This contraction extends rearward with diminishing values about 

11 inches. For about 3 inches in front of the liner next the a-

butting shoulder in the older portion of the bore there is also 

some abnormal contraction. Those contractions are attributed, 

as in the case of the 12-inch mortar liner in the vicinity of 

its shoulder, to longitudinal flow of the metal of liner pro-

duced partly by forces which we are unable to evaluate from known 

data, namely, the forcing of the rotating band accompanied by the 

advancing wave of enlargement of bore due to the powder gas pres-

sure. After the rapid firing it was found also that the origi-



nal tube was cracked at the muzzlo in four places about 900 s-

part. The cracks are not open but go through the thickness of 

the tube on the rmzzle face and can be traced 3 to 4  inches in 

length in the bore. The hoop surrounding these cracks is net 

inured- Deformation of the rifling near the muzzle indicates 

that :edging action of a broken cast-iron projectile may have 

influenced the fracture. mother possible cause will be refer-

red to later. 

44• Further cxrminetion shows that the lining tube is not 

expanded or t:v1sted - sea plato 3 for p cto g.raphs of rubber im-

prossirns of the bore taken at several stages of the firings. 

The erosion or wear of the liner is not material t d is about 

the norr a1 to be e>;pected in a new gun of this type after S4 

rounds. The only defect obs©z•ved in the liner is the contrac-

tion of the bore at its forward end. This contraction was not 

sufficient to swodgo the pr joctiie after 92 rounds and it may 

be concluded that this liner has proved satisfactory for say (30 

rounds after ,hick (occurring during, the rapid fire test) the 

contraction of bore may have bocome serious • The liner itself 

can be restored by passing a roamer through the 11 inches con-

tracted length of bore to take off the top of the lands and it 

is proposed to bry this on the gun in the yard with hand or mo-

tor power. .if this is successful It can be applied in similar 

cases that may arise at fortifications in he future and avoid 

the return of the gun to the factory • Before the roaming is 

done and in order to test (in deliberate fire) the effect of the 
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contracted bore on projectiles as well as to observe if this con-

traction causes any abnormal increase of pressure, it is also 

proposed to fire one or more rounds with reduced charges into 

ssnd butt to recover and examine the projectiles; and finally 

after reaming to fare with full  charges for 10 rounds or less de-

pending upon the development of the cracks in the muzzle of the 

original tube. 

45. Our built-up steel guns have a splendid record for en-

durance Citing the number of rounds fired from the type Ar;ny 

guns, wo havoc 3-inch, 390 rounds; 10-inch, X76 rounds (includ-

Ing 84 since relining); and 12-inch, ̂ 65 rounds. A notable ci.r--

cuinstance connected ,'ritli two of these duns is that the 8-inch 

developed longitudinal cracks in the tube at the muzzle after 

83 rounds and the 10-inch, as already noted, at 376 rounds. In 

neither of these caves was there violent rupture since the hoops 

remained intact and sustainod he cracked tube. Larring possi-

ble assistance fi r a broken projectile in he case of the 10-

inch, the similarity of behavior in the two guns and after a-

bout an ecAaas number of firings uld indicate that ti-io life of 

these guns is limited by a condition of met&_ in the tube cngcn-

dcrad by long continued firings. The 8-inch gun has been dis-

mantled and cut up for examination. The data is not yet avail-

able except as relates to the muzzle piece. The gun was tired 

two rounds after the cracks were first observed On dismantling 

the hoop; from the muzzle piece a deposit was found between 

their interior surface and the tuba shoeing that the powder gas 
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had been forced through the cracks in the tuba on firing. The 

physical qualities of the tube metal, taken from tensile toot 

snecimons, were nearly the sane as in the original tests made 

about 13 years previously, except that the elastic limit was 

lowered from about 51000 to 47000 pounds per sq. inch; in both 

the original and the present tests one stool specimen showed a 

granular fracture but otherwise these tensile tests did not dis-

close any material weakoning of the metal from usage. The most 

uortinont fact developed was the existence of numerous sowcalled 

heat cracks in the surface of the bore of the tube. A plausible 

theory then to account for he fracture of the tubes appears to 

be that these cracks gave incipient cause for tangential zrup-

ture which finally occurred in the weskost part of the gun; that 

is, the muzzle, and was caused by the bore pressure assistod by 

the driving force on rifling required to rotate the projectile 

and there is also to be considered that longitudinal force which 

was exhibited in stretching the lining tubes. ,Ye will note hero 

also that the main tube in the Crozier 6-inch wire-wound gun was 

permanently elongated 0.147 of an inch on the original total 

length of 303.163 inches in firing the 93 rounds to which the 

gun was sub j oct©d `hose considerations may servo in a genera 

way, it is thoutht, to account for fractures occurring in some 

Navy :;uns which wore not hooped to the muzzle, oven though the 

pressures sustained were within the estimated factor of safety 

of the guns- nevertheless it is certain from the reliable per-

formance of so many other similar guns that those which frac-
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tured were peculiar in some respect id probably cont< fined more 

or less defective metal in the tube fcrgin . 

46 • The recent chase fracture of a l2-inch army gun at 

Fort heath, Mass. , does not help the difficulty in sclvin; these 

cauestions. This gun was hooped to the muzzle. The investigations 

concerning it have not been completed but it is know.n that the 

tube was broken off nearly trancversoly at about tf ft . from h4 

muzzle and some 3 feet fr om the roar end of the muzzle hoop vihi ch 

is ) feet long,. The 3 feet length of hoop was stripped fron the 

stucip of tube on the rear portion of the gun and the detached 

piece, coy .  prizing fra ent of tube with nuzzle hoop complete, 

was throw directly forward upon the outer clopo of the parapet 

to a distance of about 7^ fact. Fortunately no inrary occurred 

other than to the gun. The transverse fracture of the tube took 

place at the front end of a longitudinal crao~: _+t ch extends rack 

into the roar portion of tube and there are other cracks in the 

tube indicating a very general dissemination of weakness • Evi-

dence of weakness before firing this round existed in the open-

in: of the joint at to rear end. of the muzzle hoop ;nd it is 

surmised that a lonritudinal crack exj sted in the tube before 

this round was fired. This r, war x~.zpturod at the 27th round. 

The pro suro gage showed about 3^000 pounds and the records in-

dicate that the maxi.^ram pressure to which this gun had been sub-

jectod at any time was about 36000 pounds per sq. inch. It is 

hoped that the in_vosti ation to be 'ade, which will include manS-

draling tests of rims cut fr om the tube and hydrostatic test 
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also of rings with thickness of wall reduced by turning off 

metal from the tube, will result in establishing a good reason 

for the failure of the Uun. 

47. Before closing this paper reference may be made to some 

interesting results obtained in firing a very elongated type of 

6-inch projectile having 7 calibors radius of head. This is sim-
n 

liar in form to the projectile recently tested in the 70 call- 

bor rifle ith marked increase of velocity and flatness of tra-

jectory The trial 6—inch projectiles were made of cast-iron 

and are shorn in comparison with the uncappod co^mon shell hav-

ing 2 calibers radius of head, on platy 9• The long projectile 

was first fired with the full aint and then a common shell of 

service type for comparison. Afterwards in order to obtain data 

for desi~iing an armor piercing hell with cap, the 3 long pro-

jectiles were fired with the point truncated to a spherical head ` 

with radii respectively 0.75, 1.25 and 1.75 inches. All pro joc-

ti les weighed 106 pounds and wore fired at 7 degrees elevation, 

with 53 pounds charge of smokeless powder from C-inch rifle model 

of 1003. The following are the representative results: 

Suszle Pressure Time of Range Deduced Radius of 
Date Rd. velocity pounds flight - value point 

No. f . s . sq . in . seconds yards of fsc inches -
1007 

±ong projectile _kith fl:ll_©int. 
Apr.10 28 3048 38420 20.72 12733 

20 3049 39470 21.13 12090 0.55947 
30 3073 30740 21.10 12093 

Go~~.on_,.she11 -_~ervice__p~ttern. 
rpr.20 31 2989 38710 15.80 7770 

Lon pro jectile ctith .crux ted, x?a ,nts 
Jun.27 37 3066 38790 20.70 12920 0.50485 0.75 

38 3105 38705 19.24 11.940 0.60023 1.25 
30 3034 38790 18.16 10730 0.76211 1.75 
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48. Comparing the full pointed projectile with the cornon 

shell, the former gave C? f . s . greater muzzle velocity and 5070 

yards greeter range; and a comparison of these results with pre-

vious firings of service projectiles indicates that the change 

in form of head increases the range about CO per cent. The 

curves on plate 0, plotted for the three rounds with truncated 

points show the relation of values of J3c (coefficient of reduc-

tion) and of the ranges to the shape of point. The law is plain-

ly indicated that kith a given radius of ogive the range decreas-

es and c increases as the bluntness of point increases. It ap-

pears also that the contour of the projectile where the head 

joins the body has more influence upon the range or ballistic 

coefficient than the shape of point; for example, the most blunt-

ed projectile with 7 calibers radius of head and total length of 

1J•075 inchos, offarod less resistance than the common shell 

(sharp pointed) with 2 calibers radius of head and 20.54 inches 

1 ength . The former gave 10730 yards range end the latter ?770 

yards, an increase of about 38 per cent. It is contemplated in 

continuing these oxper.mcnts to use the 0.75 inch radius of 

point in making capped, armor-piercing projectiles for trial. 

o~- C~ ~ra1n • o4G~~ , . 
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